Introduction
DNA replication is the process of producing two identical copies of the original DNA before cell division to ensure genome stability and is considered to be one of the most crucial processes of the cell cycle. Perturbation of replication confers a major threat to genome stability leading to many human diseases. DNA replication occurs in three steps, initiation, elongation and termination, which are aided by several enzymes. In general, the site of replication initiation is known as the 'origin of replication' (ORI). Prokaryotes have a single circular chromosome containing only one defined ORI, known as oriC [1] . In contrast, the larger eukaryotic genome utilizes multiple origins of replication to facilitate the complete duplication of the genome [2] . However, no consensus sequence has been identified that can predict the location of DNA replication origin in eukaryotes except in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where specific consensus sequences define replication origin. These sequences, called autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs), were identified by their ability to confer autonomous replication to an origin-less plasmid [3] . ARS, from S. cerevisiae are compact sequences of~100-150 bp consisting of a series of modular elements [4] . Mutational analysis of several ARS elements shows that the most important of these is the 'A domain' that contains the 11 bp autonomously replicating sequence consensus sequence (ACS; 5 0 -WTTTAYRTTTW-3 0 (where W indicates the base A/T, Y indicates C/T and R indicates A/ G). Every ARS contains one close match to this consensus sequence, which is essential for its origin function [5] . In addition, 'domain B', which is also important for origin function, is composed of several small non-redundant sequence elements such as B1-B4, which can differ from one ARS to another [6] . These sequences can be used to identify the potential origins in S. cerevisiae but do not confirm their usage. Twelve thousand ACSs have been identified in the whole genome of S. cerevisiae but only 400 of these (3.3%) were found to be functional [7, 8] .
A six-protein origin recognition complex (ORC1-6) is known to bind to S. cerevisiae ARS elements, crucial for origin activity [9] . Homologs of ORC were also subsequently identified in other eukaryotic species and shown to be important for DNA replication. In Xenopus laevis, the importance of these proteins in replication initiation has been shown through immunodepletion of ORC proteins during an in vitro replication assay [10, 11] . Similar defects in DNA replication were also observed after mutation in ORC-related genes in Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Drosophila [12, 13] . Further, direct binding of ORC1 to origin sequences and the ACE3 region in S. pombe and Drosophila, respectively, confirmed involvement of ORC in replication initiation [14, 15] . Plasmids containing the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) replicator sequence showed defects in replication in human cells carrying mutations in HsORC2 suggesting the involvement of HsORC in EBV replication [16] . Proteins involved in origin recognition are relatively well conserved, though the binding site for the key origin binding factor ORC still remains elusive except that it prefers nucleosomefree and AT-rich regions [17] .
Replication origins may vary in criteria such as size, activation timing and composition depending upon the organism and the nature of the genome. In general, 400-500 bp intergenic sequences containing > 75% AT richness are potential sites for DNA replication initiation. In S. pombe origins are characterized by intergenic AT-rich asymmetric sequences that are recognized by the AT hook region of ORC4 [18, 19] . Drosophila melanogaster ORC does not exhibit sequence-specific binding, but binding sequences are more AT-rich than the average genome [17] . Xenopus laevis replication initiation sites are not random, but occur at AT-rich islands or at chromatin domains assembled for transcription [20] . Similarly, the well-defined human lamin B2 origin has an AT-rich region and CpG island in its replication initiation site [21] . Computational studies of Arabidopsis thaliana genome predicted elevated G-C content at origins relative to the whole genome and to other nonorigin regions [22] .
The human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum genome is highly AT-rich (~85%) [23] . Multiple rounds of DNA replication are a feature of P. falciparum [24] . Unlike other eukaryotes, each round of DNA replication is not followed by cell division. Although several replication factors, including some of the ORC proteins, have been characterized in Plasmodium [25, 26] , the mechanism of DNA replication, particularly knowledge of the sites of DNA replication, still remains elusive. These observations raised the issue of whether initiation of DNA replication is random or there are specific sites of initiation in the Plasmodium genome.
Biologists often use computational tools and techniques to analyze vast gene and genome sequence data [27] . These tools are helpful to identify or predict biologically interesting features, functional sites and motifs in the given sequence data. In the context of bacterial DNA replication, a well-known computational measure called GC skew segregates the prokaryote genome into two regions, one with an excess of G over C (the leading strand) and the other with an excess of C over G (the lagging strand) and these shift points in GC-skew graphs are correlated with the position of ORI [28, 29] .
It is known that transcription factors and other protein complexes bind to DNA at one or more sites with specific motifs, and flanking regions also play a role in binding. Hence, these sequences need to be analyzed for content and in a context-sensitive manner. The same content may have sequence-dependent properties such as periodicity, correlations and statistical regularities [30] . Similarly, the context-based analysis will take into account the specific motifs or sequence patterns, their occurrences and their distribution within a fixed sequence length. Therefore, it is desirable to adopt the best computational approach that performs both content-and context-based analysis. The well-known autocorrelation measure has been suggested for the problem of finding origins and can capture the correlation embedded in DNA sequences. This measure, unlike GC skew, takes into account dependencies at various positions that to some extent mimic the real biological sequence makeup. It has been successfully used in identification of origin sites in the apicoplast genome of P. falciparum [31] . It is important to note here that the prediction of the autocorrelation method matches well with the experimentally known replication origin in the apicoplast of P. falciparum whereas the prediction of the GC-skew method does not match with the experimental data [32] . Therefore, we employed the autocorrelation measure-based method for the Plasmodium genome in order to find the potential ORI.
In this study, in order to map the hotspots of replication initiation sites in P. falciparum, we performed in silico analysis using the autocorrelation measure, which revealed the presence of significant dip regions (marked fluctuations) in the P. falciparum chromosomes. Sequence analysis of selected dip regions showed the presence of typical ACS elements of S. cerevisiae in the Plasmodium genome. Genomic sequences from Plasmodium containing two to three ACS elements were named as PfARSs. Further, we experimentally validated the potential of PfARS sequences as origins of replication in Plasmodium. We demonstrated that the loading of PfORC1 in the vicinity of PfARS-like sequences was strongly correlated with the timing of DNA replication in the parasites. A PfARS sequence-containing plasmid exhibited more stability compared with a non-ARS sequence-containing plasmid in P. falciparum. Furthermore, origin activity was validated independently by measurement of nascent strand DNA abundance. Finally, we used S. cerevisiaeas, a model system, to confirm the activity of PfARS as replicator using a plasmid stability assay and ORC proteins binding. Deletion of ACS elements from PfARS compromised the plasmid stability greatly in yeast suggesting the specificity of these sequences. Together, these results report for the first time the finding of PfARS-like sequences that may serve as putative origins in P. falciparum. These results lead to a greater understanding of the mechanism of DNA replication initiation in P. falciparum and may lead to the designing of an improved transfection vector for Plasmodium with better stability.
Results
Bioinformatics analysis of the Plasmodium genome to identify replication origin sites We adopted a content-and context-based bioinformatics analysis to search for and identify origin-like sites in whole chromosome data. The genome of P. falciparum comprises 14 chromosomes, ranging in size from 0.64 to 3.29 Mb. A digital signal processingbased autocorrelation measure was employed for each chromosome to identify putative origins (details are provided in 'Experimental procedures') [31] . We found that the nucleotide 'G' was informative and hence analyzed the G track. Computational analysis of the genomic data showed distinct dip regions (marked fluctuations) in many chromosomes (Fig. 1) . Such marked fluctuations are considered to be ORI sites in the bacterial genome. Therefore, we considered these locations as part of a study to verify whether these dip regions contain possible origins in Plasmodium genomic data. Thus, the autocorrelation measure reduced our search space to a certain extent and allowed us to narrow down the locations (dip regions) which may contain putative origins. We chose two chromosomes, 1 and 10, for further detailed analyses. Chromosome 1 is the smallest chromosome and chromosome 10 contains a sharp dip region (Fig. 1) .
Identification of putative ACS sequences in the dip regions of chromosomes
Replication origins (ORIs) may have different characteristics depending upon the organism in question. The genomic context of ORIs in eukaryotes is not clearly delineated. Hence, in the absence of significant information and a rule, the best thing is to adopt a computational strategy to make use of replication sequence elements characterized for the eukaryotic model organism S. cerevisiae as seeds [33] . This strategy may be found useful in the absence of any proven information or when we have a missing data problem as in the case of an ORI search in P. falciparum. In S. cerevisiae, ARS consensus sequences (ACSs) reflect the signatory motifs for replication origins. The ACS is AT-rich and the genome of P. falciparum is also AT-rich, and hence there was the possibility that information taken from yeast may work for Plasmodium as well. As a first step, a bioinformatics approach was used to identify the possible origin-containing regions in the genome (large deviations or dip regions) using an autocorrelation measure, and as a second step we further explored these regions to identify ScACS elements in the vicinity of prominent dip sites. Table 1 shows the exact genomic location, window size, window number and shift size of the selected dip regions on various chromosomes where a search for ACS elements was performed. We have also taken into account the location of open reading frames within the vicinity of dip regions while searching for ACS elements. As shown in Table 2 , a total of 10 PfACSs in chromosome 1 and 42 in chromosome 10 were identified within dip regions and interestingly a greater number of these elements were present outside the coding region compared with inside in the case of both the chromosomes. ACS elements were also found in dip regions of other chromosomes ( Table 2 ). The logo in Fig. 2A reflects the pattern of the putative ACSs in chromosomes 1 and 10 of P. falciparum and that in Fig. 2B represents the ACS for S. cerevisiae. Though these two logos look more or less identical, the frequency of occurrences of ACS matches in P. falciparum is much higher than that in S. cerevisiae. In P. falciparum, one ACS sequence is found on average in every~2500 bases across the different chromosomes. In comparison, there is one ACS sequence on average in every 40 000 bases of S. cerevisiae chromosomes. Thus, the occurrences of ACS sequences are more frequent in P. falciparum as compared with S. cerevisiae, which may be attributed to the high AT richness of the Plasmodium genome. However, these ACS sequences are not uniformly distributed in P. falciparum chromosomes. There are instances where two ACS sequences overlap with each other whereas some Window number Fig. 1 . Plot of C G versus corresponding window number for Plasmodium falciparum chromosomes 1-14. These plots show abrupt changes (significant dips/peaks) at certain window numbers. Arrows indicate dip regions selected for further detailed analysis from chromosomes 1 and 10. For chromosome 1, the window size is 8000 nucleotides and the shift size is 1500 nucleotides. The dip region is within the window numbers 305-320, which translates to the genome position from 457 500 (305 9 1500) to 480 000 (320 9 1500) nucleotides. For chromosome 10, the window size is 20 000 and shift size is 4000. The dip region is within the window numbers 370-400, which translates to the genome position from 1 480 000 to 1 600 000 nucleotides.
segments may not contain an ACS element within 10 000 bases. When the same analysis was performed in search of ACS elements with one mismatch, many more were found (data not shown). In S. cerevisiae, the presence of an ACS only does not indicate origin activity as there needs to be several 'B' elements along with the ACS for this purpose within a span of~150 bases. Therefore, in order to further narrow down our search for putative ARS elements in Plasmodium, we looked for the occurrence of two exact ACS matches and two ACSs with one mismatch within~500 bp and designated those regions as PfARS. In total~55 and~150 such sequences were present in chromosomes 1 and 10, respectively.
Plasmodium ORC binding to PfARS-like sequences
To investigate the potential of the above-mentioned PfARS elements as origins of replication, we picked two and one such sequence from the dip region of chromosome 10 (ARS1 and ARS3) and chromosome 1 (ARS459), respectively. The licensing of origins involves the stepwise assembly of a series of proteins, the ORC, Cdc6, Cdt1 and the Mcm2-7 complex, which together form the pre-replication complex. The ORC1 subunit from the heterohexameric ORC complex is one crucial component of ORC proteins. The involvement of the C terminus of ORC1p in replication has already been shown in P. falciparum [34] . This encouraged us to check whether ORC1 would bind to PfARS sequences since ORC binding is an essential feature of origin sites in eukaryotes. Moreover, ORC binding to chromatin also regulates origin firing during the cell cycle [10, 35] . In Plasmodium, chromosomal replication mainly occurs in trophozoite and early schizont stages [36] . Therefore, first we examined whether ORC1 binds to PfARS sequences in the replicative trophozoite stage (~25-30 hpi). For that purpose, we first performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments during the trophozoite stage of P. falciparum strain Table 1 . Chromosome-wise dip location and corresponding window size, shift size and window number. Window size is the length of segments into which each chromosome is divided for applying our autocorrelation method. Different window sizes were used for different chromosomes with varying lengths to capture the region of interest (signal) with reduced fluctuation. Shift size is the distance between the starting positions of two consecutive segments or windows. Window number denotes the particular window or segment range where a prominent dip was observed. Dip location denotes a dip region in terms of nucleotide location in the whole chromosome sequence. 3D7 using antibodies against ORC1 followed by semiquantitative PCR. We observed specific binding of PfORC1 at three different PfARS sequences, ARS1, ARS3 and ARS459 (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, no binding of ORC1 was found at non-ARS sequences from chromosomes 1 and 10 ( Fig. 3A ; all ARS and non-ARS sequences and their genomic locations are provided in Table S1 and the corresponding primer sequences are shown in Table S2 ). Previous studies have reported that ORC1 binds to telomeric-associated repetitive element (TARE; implicated in parasite var gene regulation) but not at histidine-rich protein (HRP) regions [37, 38] . Therefore, TARE3 and HRP regions were used as positive and negative controls, respectively, for the authentication of ORC1 ChIP experiments (Fig. 3A) . We next examined the occupancy of ORC1 at the PfARS sequences in a stage-specific manner using ChIP followed by quantitative PCR (qPCR). For that purpose, we used parasites from different stages, including rings (~20 h), trophozoites (~30 h), early schizonts (~40 h) and late schizonts (~46 h). PCR conditions were optimized so that~150 bp products were obtained for all primer sets (all primer sequences are provided in Table S3 ). Here, we have found that binding of ORC1 at ARS1 and ARS3 sequences increases as the parasite progresses from the ring to the trophozoite stage, but a dramatic reduction in binding was observed in the very late schizont stage (Fig. 3B ). The maximum occupancy was noticed during trophozoite and early schizont stages. The difference in ORC1 binding during different stages could be simply due to different levels of ORC1 protein during different stages as more protein is present during trophozoite and early schizont stages compared with ring and late schizont stages (Fig. 3B, inset ). To confirm that this is not the case we checked binding of ORC1 at TARE3 and HRP regions in a stage-specific manner (Fig. 3B) . No binding of ORC1 was observed at the HRP region during any stage. Additionally, more binding of ORC1 at the TARE3 region during the ring stage even with a lower amount of protein implies that differences in binding of ORC1 during different erythrocytic stages are not simply due to differences in ORC1 abundance, but due to specificity in binding during different stages. These results are consistent with previous studies where maximum occupancy of ORC1 at the TAREs has been shown in the ring stage, which is important for parasite var gene silencing [37, 39] . The difference in the relative abundance of ORC1 in TARE and PfARS sequences during different stages reflects its multiple functions. In addition, ORC binding was also observed at ARS sequences from the dip regions of other chromosomes, namely 4, 5, 8 and 12 ( Fig. 3C) .
To further verify whether ORC1 is indeed loaded at the PfARS regions, we performed fluorescence in situ hybridization coupled immunofluorescence assay (FISH-IFA). As ORC1 binding at ARS was observed to be maximal in the trophozoite stage, we analyzed tightly synchronized parasites (~25-30 h) to test ORC1 colocalization with ARS3. The ARS3 region was used as a FISH probe as it showed slightly better binding of ORC1 than ARS1 (Fig. 3A ,B) and polyclonal antibodies against ORC1 were used to detect ORC1 signal. We found ORC1 is colocalized with ARS3 ( Fig. 3D ). For quantification we used 20 parasites positive for both signals and observed that~75% of the signals for ARS3 were merged with ORC1 ( Fig. 3D ). However, in the case of the non-ARS sequence, no significant colocalization (< 10%) was observed with ORC1 ( Fig. 3E ). ChIP as well as FISH-IFA results indeed confirmed the occupancy of ORC1 at PfARS sequences.
Nascent strand abundance and ORC1 binding show specificity towards predicted PfARS sequences
To determine the origin activity directly at the ARS sites, a nascent strand abundance assay was carried out using a qPCR approach. For that purpose we isolated short nascent strands using the alkaline gel electrophoresis method (Fig. 4A) . Oligonucleotides (sequences are provided in Table S3 ) for multiple ARSlike regions from different chromosomes were used to check their abundance in isolated nascent DNA fractions. P. falciparum did not have any defined chromosomal origin until now, but it has been reported that replication of the 35 kb circular apicoplast genome starts at inverted repeat regions in this parasite [32] . Therefore, we used a primer set for this region to confirm successful isolation of the nascent strand. A region far from this inverted repeats was taken as the negative control for the apicoplast genome (Fig. 4B ). In contrast to ARS sequences no amplification was found in non-ARS sequences in Fig. 4B . Finally, we performed qPCR analysis and used a non-ARS sequence from chromosome 10 as a reference to calculate relative abundance of nascent strand DNA at ARS sequences. The relative abundances of the predicted ARS-like regions in the purified nascent DNA fractions werẽ 4-to 12-fold higher than the non-ARS sequence, demonstrating the activity of these regions as functional origins (Fig. 4C) . By comparison, PCR from the apicoplast origin region, which was used as a positive control, also showed a good abundance of nascent strands in this sample (Fig. 4B) . The abundance of nascent strands in predicted ARS regions corroborates the significant enrichment of PfORC1 protein in these regions in Fig. 3B ,C and further confirms the potential of these regions as the ORI.
To validate further the abundance of nascent strands at the putative PfARS regions, we walked in the upstream and downstream directions of ARS3 until we found the next ARS-like regions. We found the next ARS elements~12 kb and~38 kb in the upstream and downstream directions, respectively, from ARS3 (Fig. 4D) . We also picked two non-ARS sequences at~9 kb in the upstream and~8 kb in the downstream direction (in between the region of ARS3 and the next ARS). qPCR analysis of these regions demonstrated the higher abundance of nascent strands at the upstream ARS region (~6-fold) and the downstream ARS region (~14-fold) when compared with the control non-ARS chromosome 10 region. The ARS3 region showed~14-fold abundance under the same experimental conditions (Fig. 4E) . However, only 2-to 3-fold relative abundance was observed at the immediate upstream and downstream non-ARS regions (Fig. 4E) . Further, we checked ORC1 binding on these ARS and non-ARS regions around ARS3 by ChIP qPCR analysis in the trophozoite stage where ORC1 binding is the maximum as shown in Fig. 3B . The data exhibit binding of ORC1 at ARS regions in both upstream and downstream directions as good as binding at the ARS3 region. In contrast, ORC1 binding was minimal at the non-ARS regions (Fig. 4F) . The similar trend of nascent strand abundance and ORC1 binding was also found around ARS459 from chromosome 1 (data not shown). Largely, these results suggest that there is specificity in the level of ORC1 binding and nascent strand abundance at PfARS and its adjacent regions.
PfARS sequence provides stability to episomal plasmid in P. falciparum Plasmid copy number assay is a widely used method for quantitative genetic stability analysis [40] . Fig. 3 . Endogenous PfORC1 binds to PfARS sequences in Plasmodium falciparum. (A) ChIP was performed using antibodies against PfORC1 followed by PCR amplification using different primer sets shown on the right. Primer sets from the coding region of HRP and non-ARS sequences from chromosomes 1 and 10 were used as negative control. TARE3 region was used as positive control for PfORC1 binding. (B) Occupancy of PfORC1 at different regions in a stage-specific manner. ChIP reactions were performed using parasites obtained from different stages (ring,~20 h; trophozoite,~30 h; early schizont,~40 h and late schizont,~46 h) and antibodies against ORC1 followed by qPCR using primer sets from the ARS regions, PfTARE3 and HRP region. Input DNA from the respective stage was used for normalization of PCR. Each ChIP-qPCR reaction was reproduced three times, and qPCR reactions were performed in triplicate. The bars indicate standard error of the mean. The results indicate the maximum occupancy of PfORC1 at the ARS regions during the replicative trophozoite stage. PfTARE3 shows gradual decrease in ORC1 occupancy with stage progression. PfHRP does not show any significant enrichment of ORC1 binding across all stages. (C) PfORC1 is loaded at the PfARS sequences from dip regions of chromosomes 4, 5, 8 and 12. ChIP reactions were performed by immunoprecipitation of the chromatin fraction from ring, trophozoite and schizont stages using antibodies against PfORC1 followed by real-time PCR using primer sets of the different PfARS regions from chromosomes 4, 5, 8 and 12 (primers listed in Table S3 ). Each ChIP-qPCR reaction was reproduced three times, and qPCR reactions were performed in triplicate. Traditionally, the plasmid copy number can be determined either by measuring band density produced through a DNA hybridization method or by using qPCR technology [41] . Following transfection, maintenance of plasmids in the host cell depends on two parameters, firstly, the selection pressure that is required to force the cells to maintain the plasmid copy for its survival in the selective conditions and secondly a replicator sequence required by any plasmid DNA for its continuation in the cell. We reasoned that if PfARS sequences are truly replicative sequences in P. falciparum in vivo, this will certainly provide stability to episomal vectors following transfection. In order to test this we selected one most active PfARS, ARS3 (C_10 1517562-1518345 ), and one non-ARS (C_12 167706-168420 ) sequence and cloned them into a pARL vector that contained a dhfr gene cassette that is used as a WR99210 drug selection marker after transfection. Both stable transgenic parasite lines (ARS3 and non-ARS) were maintained in the presence of WR drug pressure and parasites were harvested to use further in calculations as zero time point parasites. To start off the drug cycles we removed the drug pressure and grew both transgenic parasites (ARS3 and non-ARS) until the 25th generation (Fig. 5A ). Parasites were harvested after the 10th, 15th, 20th and 25th generations followed by total DNA isolation. Plasmid copy number analysis in parasite lines at different time points was performed by qPCR using the same concentration of total extracted DNA from parasites of different time points and primers. We designed primers where one sequence was picked from cloned ARS and non-ARS sequences and the other primer sequence was taken from a GFP sequence that is present downstream of the cloned sequence in the vector. The specificity of the primer sets (Table S3 ) was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis, and no amplification with these primer sets was obtained when template DNA was used from wild-type 3D7 parasites while~150 bp product size was obtained when template DNA was used from ARS3 and non-ARS plasmid-containing cells (Fig. 5B) . We took the zero time point for an initial copy number of the plasmid. GAPDH, a genomic sequence from Plasmodium chromosome, was used to normalize amplification efficiency in different reactions (more details in 'Experimental procedures'). The qPCR results demonstrate that there was no significant difference in stability of PfARS and non-ARS sequence-containing plasmids until the 10th generation. However, a drastic decrease in stability of the non-ARS plasmid compared with the ARS3 plasmid was observed at the 15th and 20th generations (Fig. 5C ).
After the 25th generation no detectable plasmid DNA was observed in non-ARS transfected parasites whereas the ARS3 plasmid was maintained with a reasonable copy number (> 20%; Fig. 5C ). These results may reflect basal maintenance of the ARS3 plasmid in the absence of selection pressure. The loss rate of plasmid copy in the case of the non-ARS sequence was higher than the PfARS3 sequence under the same experimental conditions highlighting the importance of the PfARS element for copy number maintenance. We used pARL vector for the above assay that contains some Pf sequences (~2.5 kb; 5 0 and 3 0 sequences required for the expression of GFP and dhfr drug resistance cassette) along with the vector backbone sequences. We checked the entire pARL vector sequence for the presence of potential ARS element. Only one ACS element was found in the entire vector sequence (data not shown). We are not sure at this point whether the presence of this ACS element was responsible for the initial maintenance of the non-ARS plasmid (up to 10 cycles) in the absence of drug selection. However, the significant loss of the non-ARS plasmid in the subsequent cycles compared with the ARS3 plasmid clearly highlights the importance of the ARS3 sequence present in the latter plasmid. It has been reported earlier that the centromere in combination with a telomere sequence can provide stability to plasmids in Plasmodium parasites [42] . It remains to be seen whether the addition of CEN sequences apart from the ARS3 sequence will improve its stability further. Together, these results suggest that indeed the presence of a PfARS-like sequence may increase the stability of the transfected plasmid by offering a potential replication origin.
Predicted PfARS sequences have the potential of replicating autonomously in S. cerevisiae
The above results confirm that PfARS sequences work as efficient origins of replication in P. falciparum. We further investigated whether these PfARS sequences are functional origins of replication in S. cerevisiae too. We used the yeast shuttle vector pARS-WT (CEN4/URA3) with ScARS1 as its replicator. First, we deleted the ScARS1 sequence from the pARS-WT vector, and the uraA auxotrophic strain was transformed using wild-type and mutant plasmids. The yeast strain transformed with mutant plasmid failed to grow in medium lacking uracil suggesting the importance of the ScARS1 sequence for plasmid replication (data not shown). Subsequently, three PfARS sequences used in the above experiments, ARS1, ARS3 and ARS459, were cloned into pARS-mutant plasmid lacking the yeast ARS1 sequence. The yeast strain was transformed with all the plasmids and growth was monitored on selective -Ura plates (Fig. 6A) . Two control plasmids having AT-rich and GC-rich DNA fragments (sequences are provided in Table S1 ) were also used for this study. The yeast transformation results showed that plasmids containing PfARS-like sequences supported the growth of yeast in selective media along with ScARS1. However, Table S3 . Standard molecular mass markers (kb) are shown on the left. The results show single PCR amplification product for the respective primers. (C) PfARS sequence provides more plasmid stability compared with non-ARS sequence in Plasmodium falciparum. Plasmid stability assay was performed in Plasmodium using ARS3 and non-ARS sequences in the absence of selection pressure until the 25th generation. Plasmids containing ARS3 sequence were maintaining~20% copy number compared with zero time point after 25 generations. Non-ARS sequence containing plasmids were rarely detected after the 25th generation. Plot was drawn between the plasmid copy number as a percentage on the y-axis and construct name with time point on the x-axis. Error bars represent SD, n = 2 (number of experiments); *P < 0.1, **P < 0.001 (Student's t test). Plasmids containing AT-rich and GC-rich sequences could not be assayed since they failed to yield stable transformants. Results were obtained from three independent experiments and means and standard errors are shown. (D,E) Endogenous ScORC1 and ScORC3 bind to PfARS sequences. ChIP experiments were performed by immunoprecipitation of chromatin fraction using antibodies against ScORC1 (D) and ScORC3 (E) as indicated in the figure followed by ChIP-PCR amplification in the presence of template DNA and different primer sets as shown on the right. The results indicate that ORC1 and ORC3 bind to respective PfARS sequences. Primer sets corresponding to ARS307 from chromosome and 2 kb upstream of PfARS sequences in the vector were used as positive and negative control, respectively. 'PI' and 'I' indicate pre-immune and immune sera, respectively, and '+ve' indicates the PCR amplification using input DNA as a control.
the control plasmids did not support growth under the same experimental conditions, suggesting random ATrich or GC-rich DNA does not support growth for this purpose (Fig. 6A) .
To further check the efficiency of PfARS-like sequences in yeast, a plasmid stability assay was performed, which measures the percentage of yeast cells that can maintain the plasmids after growth for~30 h in non-selective medium. Since the circular plasmids contain a centromere and efficiently segregate during mitosis, any change in the stability of plasmid most likely reflects changes in replicator activity. We found PfARS sequence-containing plasmids were slightly less stable compared with wild-type plasmid. However, the stability of PfARS-containing plasmids was in the range of a stable plasmid (50-60%; Fig. 6B ). Further, we calculated the loss rate per generation for all the plasmids. Wild-type plasmid showed a loss rate of 0.06, ARS1 and ARS3 showed 0.1 while ARS459 showed a loss rate of 0.15 (Fig. 6C) . The loss rate of stable plasmid can vary from 0 to 0.25, but transformants carrying plasmid with a loss rate of more than 0.3 are unable to form colonies on selective media [43] . These results confirm that PfARS sequences have the potential to function as bona fide ARS elements in yeast.
Replication and maintenance of different plasmids containing PfARS sequences as shown raises the issue of whether pre-replication complex components are loaded on the PfARS sequence to initiate DNA replication from these sequences. For this purpose, we performed ChIP using antibodies against ScORC1 and ScORC3 followed by ChIP PCR to demonstrate the loading of these proteins at ARS1, ARS3 and ARS459 sequences. The results demonstrate that both ScORC1 and ScORC3 bind to ARS1, ARS3 and ARS459 sequences (Fig. 6D,E) . In order to validate the accuracy of ChIP experiments various control sequences were used; ARS307, a known origin from S. cerevisiae, was used as a positive control, and one non-ARS sequence from transformed vector (~2 kb from the cloned PfARS sequence) was used as a negative control. Control ChIP experiments were also performed using pre-immune sera (PI) that did not show PCR amplification under the same experimental condition, which again validates the ChIP experiments.
Deletion of ACS matches diminishes the ARS activity of ARS3
To confirm the role of ACS elements in ARS3 (which showed the best transformation efficiency in yeast) we decided to delete the ACS elements from ARS3. ARS3 contains two overlapping ACS elements (11/11) and two ACS elements with one mismatch (10/11) within the first 79 bp while in other PfARS sequences (ARS1 and ARS459) these elements were distributed throughout the sequence (Fig. 7A) . Therefore, it was convenient to delete the first 79 bp containing ACS elements from the ARS3 sequence. We generated different deletion constructs of ARS3 by deleting the first 57 (ARS3-57), 68 (ARS3-68) and 79 bp (ARS3-79; Fig. 7B) . Deletion of the first 57 bp region (containing two ACS elements with one mismatch) did not cause much difference in the efficiency of yeast transformation (Fig. 7C) . However, deletion of the third and fourth ACS elements led to a drastic difference in transformation efficiency. Hardly any colony was found in the -Ura plate for the above two mutants compared with the huge number of colonies seen for ARS3wt and ARS3-57 (Fig. 7D) . Moreover, at the end of the ARS3 sequence, two ACS elements with one mismatch were present in ARS3-67 and -79 but they were not enough to provide stability in yeast. These results suggest that a minimum of two nearby ACS elements are required for proper functioning of PfARS sequence in S. cerevisiae.
PfARS elements from dip regions and non-dip areas show difference in potential as origins
As discussed above, PfARS sequences from the dip regions of chromosomes indeed showed the potential to function as an ORI in vivo. However, a question remains about those PfARS sequences that are present in the non-dip regions. As mentioned earlier, chromosome 1 contains~55 ARS elements. Two ARS elements are present in the dip regions whereas 53 are present in the non-dip regions. In order to compare the functionality of dip-ARS elements over non-dip-ARS elements, we randomly selected two ARS elements from the non-dip regions of chromosome 1 namely, ARS860 and ARS889, and two such elements from the dip regions, namely ARS459 and ARS460. Yeast transformation and plasmid stability experiments followed by calculation of loss rate per generation showed positive activity for ARS860 and ARS889 (Fig. 8A-C) . However, it is noticeable that plasmid stability of the non-dip ARS elements is less compared with the dip-ARS sequences (Fig. 8B) . Further, ChIP followed by PCR experiments showed the binding of PfORC1 at ARS860 but not at ARS889. However, ORC1 binding was present at both the ARS elements (ARS459 and ARS460) from the dip regions (Fig. 8D) . One non-ARS sequence from chromosome 1 was used as a negative control for authentication of the ChIP experiment (Fig. 8D) . One of the hallmarks of origin (s) of replication is binding of ORC (including ORC1) at these sites. These results suggest that at least in the case of chromocome 1, ARS elements from the dip regions show more potential as an origin compared with the ARS elements form the non-dip regions.
Discussion
In this study, we searched for potential origins in P. falciparum using computational tools and experimental validation. It is known that many biologically functional sites have different length scales when we consider genomic data. In the context of origin sites, nucleosome-depleted regions are closely linked and these regions may span a few kilobases excluding the flanking regions [44] . To detect such long functional sites in the whole genome data, one can resort to use of any well known computational measure. Any measure for such a higher length scale may depict a large or marked deviation from the average value in the vicinity of the region of interest [45] . We find the digital signal processing-based autocorrelation measure to be one such tool that may provide clues about the origin sites in higher organisms. Another advantage of the correlation measure is that we can reduce the noise by suitably choosing k values (positive or negative correlation or positional dependence among the nucleotides) and take a larger window size. One limitation of this autocorrelation method is that the region of abrupt change needs to be visually identified. We hope that as more experimental results are available to benchmark our predictions, we will be able to significantly fine-tune our method and eventually remove the need for human judgment. The presence of ACS-containing ARS elements in dip regions of P. falciparum chromosomes in the in silico analysis in search of origins was surprising. One can argue that AT-rich ARS sequences can be found anywhere in the AT-rich genome but the context where these sequences are found also needs to be weighed. Context may include occurrence of ACS motifs in nucleosome-free regions, part of the non-coding segment, having the right DNA conformational profile for DNA unwinding and positioning within the skewed region. The ARS elements and their origin activity that are present in yeast have also been shown to be present in Drosophila, but definitive evidence regarding activity in a chromosomal context was absent. ARS from Drosophila has two domains: one an ACS element-containing replication sequence and the other a replication enhancer [46] . ACS-containing ARS elements from S. pombe do not perform ARS activity in S. cerevisiae and vice versa [47] , suggesting that ARS activity is not as simple as it seems and the mere presence of ACS does not dictate ARS activity in budding yeast. However, adjacent sequences and chromatin structure also play a vital role. Therefore, the detection of genuine heterologous ARSs is not possible by using the S. cerevisiae assay alone. Positive and specific binding of ORC1 at tested PfARS sequences implicate their potential as origins of replication. Correlation of ORC binding sites with active origins has been reported in eukaryotes although none of these genome-wide correlations are perfect [48, 49] . How ORC selects and binds the genomic sites in the absence of a consensus sequence in multicellular eukaryotes was an unsolved mystery. Later it was believed that replication start sites in metazoans are determined by other features of chromatin organization than base pair sequence or composition [50] . We have also observed that the tested PfARS sequences are present in intergenic regions flanked by actively transcribed genes in both directions, which also favors their strong candidature as potential origins since many bona fide origins in eukaryotes have been mapped in the intergenic regions [51] . Nascent strand synthesis is one more characteristic of replication initiation sites; isolation of a short nascent-strand (SNS) followed by hybridization to small fractions of the genome or sequencing of the SNS is a method used in mammalian cells to get information regarding ORIs [49, 52] . Abundance of nascent strands at PfARS regions and apicoplast origins further supports the potential of PfARS as origins. The nonabundance of nascent strands within the upstream and downstream regions (devoid of ARS elements) of PfARS, their abundance in the next available PfARS elements in chromosomes 1 and 10 and their perfect correlation with ORC1 binding truly highlight the importance of PfARS elements as potential origins in P. falciparum.
Our results indicate that ARS elements from both dip and the non-dip regions have the potential to act as potential origins. However, at least for chromosome 1, we find that ARS elements from dip regions show better potential as origins under our experimental conditions as shown by the plasmid stability assay in S. cerevisiae or loading of PfORC1 at these sites, which is a hallmark of a potential origin in vivo (Fig. 8A-D) . Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the combination of content and context in dip regions may offer certain extra information that may influence the activity of ARS elements from those regions. It is reasonable to believe that origin firing happens at many locations simultaneously in the Plasmodium genome in order to complete the replication process in a reasonable time. However, our method has been able to predict only a few origin locations since we restricted ourselves to the dip region in the correlation plot and we constrained our potential origin location with two ACS sequences (exact match) and two ACS sequences with one mismatch within a span of~500 bases. It is quite possible that some of the origin locations have statistical properties not captured by the correlation method and/or have ACS sequences with one or more mismatches. Moreover, the complex life cycle of the parasite may suggest that the host environment will also play an important role in origin firing. This is an interesting and crucial aspect of parasites that needs to be explored further.
Although we are not sure at this point whether all the PfARS elements found in Plasmodium truly reflect replication origins, the frequency of the presence of these PfARS elements within~11-12 kb (chromosomes 1 and 10) corroborates well with a previous report that suggests the presence of replication origins within every~20 kb [53] .
It has been shown recently that all chromosomes from many Leishmania species and Trypanosoma brucei replicate from multiple origin sites using a DNA molecular combing method [54, 55] . However, another study, by MFAseq analysis, reported each chromosome from Leishmania species replicates majorly from a single origin [56] . Further detailed analysis is required to conclude the number of actual origins in Leishmania species. Multiple rounds of DNA replication in Plasmodium during erythrocytic and exoerythrocytic stages may suggest the occurrence of multiple origins of replication per chromosome. Regulation of replication initiation is crucial to the parasite for appropriate maintenance of its genome. The presence of PfARS sequences may provide a noteworthy control in replication initiation through presenting preferable sites for ORC binding. In this way, these sequences may provide a certain level of regulation in initiation of replication in contrast to completely uncontrolled mechanisms.
Analysis of Plasmodium berghei and Plasmodium vivax genomes using the same computational methods revealed that dip regions were present in P. berghei chromosomes but no such deviations were observed in the case of the P. vivax genome (data not shown). The AT-rich genome of P. berghei has similar AT content to P. falciparum. Lack of AT richness in the P. vivax genome may account for such differences in different Plasmodium strains.
Here, we have identified a few potential ORI sites in the form of PfARS sequences in the P. falciparum genome for the first time. These results have immense implications for understanding the biology of the Plasmodium parasites as well as in designing new vectors for transfection in parasites with higher efficiency to circumvent the cumbersome and difficult process of transgene expression and gene manipulation in these parasites. However, a global chromosome-wise representation of ORI is lacking here. Sequencing of nascent strands from the replicating trophozoite stage of the parasites and its correlation with ORC ChIP sequencing data can provide significant information about the genome-wide origin distribution in Plasmodium. These results will also be helpful in finding whether the genome-wide origin sequences overlap with ARS-like sequences in Plasmodium as a reflection of the potential origin in this deadly parasite.
Experimental procedures
Bioinformatics tools used for identification of hot spot regions of replication initiation
The detailed method has been described previously [31] . For identifying the putative origin location in any genome using signal processing tools, the first step is to convert the A-T-G-C sequence into a sequence of binary numbers {+1, À1}. This conversion can be done in multiple ways and for our analysis, we have chosen to put '1' wherever there is an occurrence of 'G' nucleotide and put 'À1' in all other places. This transformed one-dimensional discrete sequence is referred to as G track in this paper. We have chosen G track since it has been found to play an important role in various signal processing and theoretical information studies of genomes. It is a known fact that GC content is high in coding segments and plays a major role in functional sites and in DNA conformational properties [57] . GC-skew measure captures the mutational bias between the leading and lagging strand and was successfully employed in identifying ORI in the genome sequences of bacteria and archaea [58] . The pronounced fluctuations that one sees in skew-measure plots helps in identifying the genomic locations of replication sites. We have used the G track as this mapping to the genomic sequence helped in providing a better picture of fluctuations compared with other tracks (bases) when the correlation measure was considered [31] . The entire genome is then divided into segments (or windows) of equal length in the same way as is done in the conventional GC-skew method [29] . These segments/windows usually overlap with each other. The size of these segments/windows and the overlap region size are usually chosen such that the genome gets divided into roughly 400 segments. It is preferable to take a very small window size so that the origin can be identified with much better resolution. However, our current computational methods give very noisy results if the size of each segment becomes very small. The overlap region is usually fourfifths of the window size but this needs to be standardized for each genome to arrive at the most appropriate value. The nucleotide distance between the starting positions of two subsequent windows/segments is denoted by shift size. For example, if the discrete sequence is {+1, +1, À1, +1, À1, À1, À1, À1, +1, +1, -1, À1, +1, À1, À1, À1, À1, À1}, and if we choose the window size to be 10 bits and the overlap region between two windows/segmentsto be eight bits, the various segments will be {+1, +1, À1, +1, À1, À1, À1, À1, +1, +1}, {À1, +1, À1, À1, À1, À1, +1, +1, À1, À1}, and so on. After this, we compute the autocorrelation value (C G ) for each window using the following formula:
j CðkÞ j where k = 1,2,. . ., N, {a j } are the values {+1, À1} of the discrete sequence called G track, and N is the window size of each segment of this discrete sequence. So, for each segment, we get an autocorrelation value denoted by C G that is then plotted against the segment/window number. This computation can easily be done using ORIS software (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India), which can be freely downloaded from: http://ccbb.jnu.ac.in/oris/index. html OR http://www.jnu.ac.in/Faculty/Chari/. This plot of C G values versus the window number shows abrupt changes (significant dips/peaks) at certain window numbers and this dip region is believed to have the replication origin site. This procedure is a significant improvement over the conventional GC-skew method [29] since in the latter method, information is kept only regarding the number of G and C nucleotides and the actual positions of these nucleotides plays no role.
Tools used for identification of ARS matches in dip region
Though the above method provided the regions where replication origin sites may lie, the obtained region is too big for experimental verification. To reduce our search space to the meaningful limit, we used ARS sequence information available for the yeast species S. cerevisiae. In this species, it is known that the ARS site contains an 11 bp conserved sequence called the ACS element. Using ORIS software and performing a pattern analysis search, we found an abundance of this ACS element (11/11, 10/11) in the dip regions. Then we looked for~500 bp regions in the particular window range showing region of interest (dip) followed by selection of a few sequences containing three to four ACS elements. These ACS elements were of sufficiently small number throughout the chromosomes for our experimental verification to be meaningful.
Parasite culture
Plasmodium falciparum strain 3D7 was cultured as described earlier [59] . Synchronization of the culture was achieved by using 5% sorbitol treatment of the parasites [25] .
Total DNA isolation from P. falciparum Plasmodium falciparum total DNA was isolated from the asexual stage culture by using a standard phenol/chloroform method. Briefly, the cultured parasites were lysed using 0.1% saponin and washed with 19 PBS. The parasite pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl) containing 2% SDS and proteinase K (100 lgÁmL
À1
) and incubated at 37°C overnight. Extraction was performed twice in phenol/chloroform (1 : 1) and once in chloroform followed by RNAse treatment (50 lgÁmL À1 ) for 30 min at 42°C. Extraction was performed as before. DNA was precipitated from the aqueous phase with 3 M sodium acetate (1/10 volume) and ice-cold absolute ethanol (2 volumes) and allowed to incubate for 40 min at -80°C followed by centrifugation (12 000 g) and washing the pellet with 70% ethanol. The pellet was air-dried and resuspended in TE (10 mM Tris/ HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA).
Antibodies
ORC1 antibodies were raised by immunizing rabbit with an maltose-binding protein fusion protein corresponding to 276 amino acids at the C terminus of the ORC1 protein (aa 414-690). Antibodies against ScORC1 and ScORC3 were gifts from Bruce Stillman's laboratory (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, NY, USA).
ChIP and qPCR in Plasmodium
The ChIP assay in Plasmodium was performed as described previously [39] . Chromatin fragments obtained from a specific stage of the parasite were incubated with 2 lL of rabbit antibodies raised against PfORC1. The immunoprecipitated DNA was further used for ChIP PCR and qPCR amplification of PfARS (ARS1 and ARS3), TARE3 and HRP using primers listed in Tables S2 and S3 , respectively. qPCR was performed using PowerSYBR Green PCR Master mix (Applied Biosystems/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and analyzed on a 7300 PCR System (Applied Biosystems/Thermo Fisher Scientific). All test and control reactions were performed in triplicate. Enrichment was calculated as percentage input (ChIP/input) using the C t value of the 'input' and 'ChIP' after subtracting the corresponding C t value of the PI sample.
Combined FISH-IFA
Combined FISH-IFA was performed as described previously [39] . In brief, first a fluorescence labeled ARS3 probe was prepared using a FISH kit from Molecular Probes/ Thermo Fisher Scientific (cat. no. F32951). Trophozoitestage parasites were fixed using 4% formaldehyde and permeablized with 0.1% Triton X-100 followed by O/N incubation with probe DNA followed by antibodies against PfORC1 (1 : 1000) and finally with fluorescein-tagged appropriate secondary antibodies (1 : 500).
Transfection in Plasmodium
Transfection of the 3D7 parasites using the pARL fusion construct was performed using the protocol described elsewhere [60] . The transfected parasites were selected using the drug WR99210 (Jacobus Pharmaceuticals, Princeton, NJ, USA). Confirmation of the stable parasite line was verified by PCR analysis using primers (Table S4 ) from a cloned sequence and vector.
Plasmid stability in Plasmodium
To check plasmid stability in different transfected parasite lines, initially the parasite was harvested from the normal parasite culture maintained in the presence of 5 nM WR drug. Total DNA isolated from these parasites was used as the zero time point or initial copy number of the plasmid. Subsequently, the parasite culture was maintained in the absence of WR drug until the 25th cycle. Parasites were harvested after the 10th, 15th, 20th and 25th generations and total DNA was isolated as described earlier. DNA was quantitated using a Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA, USA) spectrophotometer and normalized to 10 ngÁlL À1 DNA using nuclease-free water. DNA was used in the qPCR reaction using the primer sets shown in Table S3 . GAPDH was used as a reference for using equal DNA from different parasites. DC t was calculated subtracting the C t value of the reference (GAPDH) from the C t value of the target (ARS3/non-ARS). Finally, plasmid stability was calculated by subtracting the DC t value of the zeroth generation from the DC t value of the nth generation.
Nascent strand isolation
Newly synthesized DNA was isolated following the protocol described previously [61] . In brief, trophozoite stage (replicating stage) parasites were isolated and diluted with 69 alkaline electrophoresis loading buffer (180 mM NaOH, 6 mM EDTA, 18% Ficoll 400 and 0.05% bromophenol blue). After that, the sample was loaded on 1.2% alkaline agarose gel and incubated for 20 min in alkaline electrophoresis buffer (30 mM NaOH, 2 mM EDTA). Afterwards, the nascent strand DNA was size-fractionated by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis for 17 h at 35 V. After electrophoresis, the gel was neutralized with 0.5 M Tris/HCl buffer, pH 7.5 for 30 min. Later, the gel was stained with 0.5 lgÁmL À1 ethidium bromide solution for 30 min. Singlestranded DNA of 1-1.3 kb was cut out of the gel and isolated using the gel extraction kit (QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit; Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The relative abundance of nascent strands was quantified by real-time PCR. All primers used here are listed in Table S3 .
Yeast strains and plasmid construction W303-1A (MATaade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 his3 11, 15 can1-100) S. cerevisiae strain was used for this study. The DNA fragments corresponding to ARS1, ARS3, ARS459, AT-rich, GC-rich, ARS3-56, ARS3-68 and ARS3-80 were amplified using specific primer sets given in Table S5 and genomic DNA from 3D7 parasite and cloned into pARS-WT (CEN4 URA3) vector using EcoRI and XbaI restriction sites where S. cerevisiae ARS1 was originally cloned in the wild-type vector. ARS889, ARS860 and A2B4C_10 were cloned in the same manner; primers are listed in Table S6 .
Yeast transformation and plasmid stability assay
Yeast transformation and culturing were done according to standard methods. Strains were propagated in YEPD or synthetic complete medium (SCM). W303-1A yeast strain was transformed using different plasmid constructs and plated onto SCM-Ura plates and incubated for 3 days at 30°C. We performed the plasmid stability assays essentially as described previously [62] . In brief, six independent transformants were selected and were grown to stationary phase in minimal medium lacking uracil at 30°C. The stationary phase culture was used to inoculate rich medium (SCM) and grown for 24 h at 30°C, during which cells underwent~12 doublings. Dilutions of all overnight cultures were plated onto SCM and SCMÀUra plates, and colonies were counted after 72 h. Plasmid stability and generational loss were calculated as described earlier [63] .
ChIP in yeast
For ChIPs in yeast, cells were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) for 20 min at room temperature. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.125 M glycine and incubation for 10 min.
Fixed cells were washed twice within TBS and harvested with TBS. Cells were lysed by vortexing with glass beads in 100 lL ice-cold ChIP lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES at pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 140 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1 mM TPCK (Trypsin is treated with L-1 tosylamido-2 phenyl ethyl chloromethyl ketone), 1 mM PMSF and 19 complete protease inhibitor cocktail, sigma). The volume was then increased to 750 lL with ChIP lysis buffer and the lysate was drawn off the beads, sonicated four times for 10 s on ice with 1 min intervals. The supernatant fraction was collected after centrifugation at 12 000 g for 10 min. A volume of 150 lL was used in a final volume of 400 lL of ChIP lysis buffer for each immunoprecipitation reaction. Samples were first precleared for 30 min with 30 lL of 50% slurry of protein A agarose beads in 0.2 mgÁmL À1 salmon sperm DNA (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The samples were then incubated overnight with 15 lL of monoclonal antibodies against ScORC1 and ORC3 (separately) or PI sera followed by incubation with 60 lL of 50% slurry of protein A agarose beads for 2 h. The beads were washed (wash 1: 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris at pH 8.1, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS; wash 2: 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.1, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS; wash 3: 10 mM Tris pH 8.1, 1 mM EDTA, 0.25 M LiCl, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% NP40; washes 4 and 5: TE), and DNA was eluted in 500 lL of 0.1 M NaHCO 3 , 1% SDS. Reverse crosslinking was achieved by 4 h incubation at 65°C in the presence of 50 lgÁmL À1 proteinase K. RNAse treatment was performed for 30 min at 42°C and finally the DNA was isolated using the standard phenol/chloroform method. Primer details are provided in Table S2 .
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